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On our site all contents are FREE.

All files on this site may not be redistribute without our written consent. Hotlinking is
denied
, this
means you can't put on your site files, images or other resource that linking directly on the
resource on my site. If you would like to link something you must refer on the page of the site
and not to the file.

Our tutorial and articles are released under Creative Commons you can cite them,
redistribute or create derivates works without ask before but you should mention us as author
and link to our site.

This is a work of Sims2Cri.com and it's released under License Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported
.
Based on a work at www.sims2cri.com .

you can use this code to link us
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<a rel="license" href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/" ><img alt="Licenza
Creative Commons" style="border-width:0"
src="http://i.creativecommons.org/l/by-nc-sa/3.0/88x31.png" /></a><br />This is a work of <a
xmlns:cc="http://creativecommons.org/ns#" href="http://www.sims2cri.com"
property="cc:attributionName" rel="cc:attributionURL">Sims2Cri.com</a> and it's released
under <a rel="license" href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/" >License
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported</a>.<br />Based on a
work at <a xmlns:dct="http://purl.org/dc/terms/" href="http://www.sims2cri.com"
rel="dct:source">www.sims2cri.com</a>.

You are not allowed to sell our works, we create for free and you want earn from our
job??

Clothes, hair and SIM stuff
You can include our files in a downloadable sim without asking, but you should give credits to
Sims3Cri by putting our link.
You are not allowed to recolor our texture. The hard work is to create the texture, so if you only
recolor the part made by you is really tiny. You can recolor our texture only for personal use,
this means you can't publish the file.
Objects and LOTS stuff
You can include our files in a downloadable lots without asking, but you should give credits to
Sims3Cri by putting our link.
You are not allowed to recolor our texture. The hard work is to create the texture, so if you only
recolor the part made by you is really tiny. You can recolor our texture only for personal use,
this means you can't publish the file.
Models and characters
You can use our models and sim in your screenshot and stories but you can't pass for yours
our creation, so please give credits to Sims3Cri as the sim creator.
If you use our sims as models in your site you should give credits to Sims3Cri in the credit
page.
You are not allowed to redistribute our sim. In add you can't modify our sims and publish them.

Mesh
You are welcome to use and recolor our mesh.
You can include our mesh files with your creation but you should attach our readme too and
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give credit to Sims3Cri for the mesh file with a link to our site.
You are not allowed to redistribute our mesh files without your creation.
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